
1 What is the name of the American version of the BBC show 'Strictly Come Dancing'? Dancing with the Stars

2 In Harry Potter, which house values intelligence, creativity, learning, and wit? Ravenclaw

3 In terms of types of cameras, what does SLR stand for? Single-lens reflex

4 Which band have had albums called 'Sticky Fingers', 'Exile on Main Street', and 'Let it Bleed'? The Rolling Stones

5 In feet, what length of steel was the original 'Slinky' made from: A)40ft B)60ft C)80ft? C)80ft

6 Which DJ famously dated Taylor Swift from 2015 to 2016? Calvin Harris

7 What is the only country to have won a gold medal at every Winter Olympics? USA

8 Manneken Pis, a famous statue of a boy urinating into a fountain’s basin, can be found in which European country? Belgium

9 The 'Americas Cup' is a trophy awarded in which sport? Sailing

10 True or False: Etymology is the study of insects? False

11 In ‘The Lion King’, what type of animal is Timon? Meerkat

12 In what decade was the TV show 'Allo Allo!' first aired? 1980s

13 Name the director of films such as 'The Virgin Suicides', 'Lost in Translation' and 'Marie Antoinette'? Sofia Coppola

14 As in the title of the 1946 film noir, who "always rings twice"? The Postman

15 In which 1974 OSCAR winning crime film would you find the line 'keep your friends close, but your enemies closer.'? The Godfather Part 2

16 In which superhero film would you find the villain 'Kill-monger'? Black Panther

17 What cinema format is characterised by 70mm film, a tall aspect ratio and stadium seating? IMAX

18 In what year was 'Groundhog Day' released? 1993=2pts, 90s'=1pt

19 Who plays DCI John Luther in the TV series, 'Luther'? Idris Elba

20 Since the year 2000, how many Best Picture Academy Award winning films have had one word titles? 7=2pts, 4-10=1pt

21 True or False: Cinnamon grows under the ground? False

22 Name the French dessert that derives its name from the French word for ‘to breathe’? Soufflé

23 Which spirit, named after the county where it was first made, would you associate with the brands Jim Beam, Maker's Mark and Wild Turkey? Bourbon

24 What type of meat is used to make bulgogi, a grilled Korean dish? Beef

25 Name the British relish that contains cauliflower, onion, gherkin, mustard and turmeric? Piccalilli

26 Lavazza, the coffee company, are based in which northern Italian city? Turin/Torino

27 The American State of Georgia is famous for what fruit? Peach

28 Which sweet came with the slogan 'Don't tap it... Whack it!'? Terry's Chocolate Orange

29 Kielbasa translates to mean 'sausage' in which European language? Polish

30 Starting with O, what is the technical term for a connoisseur of wines? Oenophile/Oenologist

31 In human anatomy, name the passageways that connect the ovaries to the uterus? Fallopian Tubes

32 What is the colloquial term for a second full moon in a calendar month? Blue Moon

33 Apiculture is the technical term for the maintenance and keeping of what animal? Bees

34 What is the name of the famous storm found on Jupiter, which has been continuously observed since 1830? Great Red Spot

35 Starting with K, what tiny crustacean is the primary food for baleen whales? Krill

36 True or false: 'iron' is the shortest name for a chemical element? False

37
Which of the following is NOT a David Attenborough BBC nature documentary? A)Life in Cold Blood, B)Life in the Freezer, C)Life in the Fast 
Lane?

C)Life in the Fast Lane

38 In what year was the current air speed record set? 2004=2pts 00's=1pt

39 In terms of size, which is the largest wild cat species found in South America? Jaguar

40 Name the Polish astronomer who formulated a model that claimed the Sun, rather than the Earth, was at the centre of the universe? Copernicus

41 Dairy Milk

42 Bounty

43 Wine Gums

44 Turkish Delight

45 Flake

46 Galaxy

47 Double Decker

48 Fruit Pastilles

49 (Tunnock's) Caramel Wafers

50 Lion
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